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This months meeting will consist of a review of some of the best Astrophotographs submitted to the Annual Royal Museum Greenwich Amateur Photographer of the Year Awards for 2022.
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e v e n t s

Star parties.
Directions: Brown road star parties are held in
the desert. Take south China lake Boulevard to
395. Cross 395 and go 2.3 miles on Brown road
until you come to signs in cones pointing to the
left. Take this dirt road .5 miles to the star party
site.



Fri Oct 21st Brown Road



Fri Nov 25th Brown Road
Red Rock Fall Schedule




October 22 Saturday
November 26 Saturday
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Topic: Title: Award Winning Astrophotography
Time: October 03rd, 2022 07:30 PM Pacific Time (US and Canada)
Maturango Museum
and
Zoom Meeting
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/6727499334?pwd=VWhuVGZ3aFphL283THRKNUNoZ0RSZz09
Meeting ID: 672 749 9334
Passcode: 9V8FQM
One tap mobile
+14086380968,,6727499334#,,,,*562029# US (San Jose)
+16699006833,,6727499334#,,,,*562029# US (San Jose)
Dial by your location
+1 408 638 0968 US (San Jose)
+1 669 900 6833 US (San Jose)
+1 253 215 8782 US (Tacoma)
+1 346 248 7799 US (Houston)
+1 301 715 8592 US (Washington DC)
+1 312 626 6799 US (Chicago)
+1 646 876 9923 US (New York)
Meeting ID: 672 749 9334
Passcode: 562029
Find your local number: https://us02web.zoom.us/u/kzvHNprV6

China Lake Astronomical Society
Membership or Renewal 2022
Name:____________________________________________________________________________________
Address:__________________________________________________________________________________
City, State, Zip:____________________________________________________________________________
Phone:______________________________Email:________________________________________________
Yearly Membership $ 25 (due in January)
Checks or Money Orders accepted: # ____________________
Contact Roger Brower 760-446-0454 (email brower@iwvisp.com)
Make Checks or Money Orders Payable to China Lake Astronomical Society.(CLAS)
Roger Brower
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NASA crashes DART spacecraft
into asteroid in world's 1st
planetary defense test

LAUREL, Md. — For the first time in history, a
spacecraft from Earth has crashed into an asteroid to test a way to save our planet from extinction. The spacecraft, NASA's Double Asteroid
Rendezvous Test (DART) probe, slammed into a
small asteroid 7 million miles (11 million kilometers) from Earth tonight (Sept. 26) in what the
U.S. space agency has billed as the world's
first planetary defense test. The goal: to change
the orbit of the space rock — called Dimorphos
— around its larger asteroid parent Didymos enough to prove humanity could deflect a dangerous asteroid if one was headed for
Earth. "As far as we can tell, our first planetary
defense test was a success," said Elena Adams,
DART's mission systems engineer here at the
Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory (JHUAPL), after the successful crash. "I
think Earthlings should sleep better. Definitely, I
will." That's something the dinosaurs couldn't do
65 million years ago, when the massive Chicxulub asteroid slammed into the Yucatan
Peninsula and led to their extinction. "The dinosaurs didn't have a space program to help them,
but we do," Katherine Calvin, NASA's chief scientist and senior climate advisor, said before the

crash. "So DART represents important progress in
understanding potential hazards in the future and
how to protect our planet from potential impacts."
The golf cart-sized DART spacecraft slammed into
Dimorphos at 7:14 p.m. EDT (2314 GMT) while
flying at a whopping 14,000 mph (22,500 kph).
The spacecraft wasn't large as probes go, but
NASA hoped that its 1,320 pounds (600 kilograms) would be enough to move the 534-footwide (163 meters) Dimorphos a bit faster in its orbit around its parent.
"The spacecraft is very small," said planetary scientist Nancy Chabot, DART coordination lead at
JHUAPL, which oversees the mission for NASA,
before the impact. "Sometimes, we describe it as
running a golf cart into the Great Pyramid."
Despite the on-target crash, there was a mix of
calm and anticipation at DART's mission control
center at JHUAPL as the spacecraft sped towards
its destruction. Nothing went wrong during the
crash, so engineers didn't have to try one of the
21 different contingency plans they had in their hip
pocket. Much of DART's last four hours were automated, with the spacecraft's navigation system
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locking on to Dimorphos in the final hour of its
approach. DART's main camera beamed a
photo to Earth every second until the feed went
black as the spacecraft crashed into the asteroid.
"It's nerve-wracking," Andy Cheng, chief scientist for planetary defense at JHUAPL, said of
the final days before the crash. He came up
with the DART mission's concept in 2011. The
$313 million DART mission launched on Nov. 23,
2021.
As DART closed in on Dimorphos, the asteroid
transformed from a mysterious bright dot into a
detailed landscape of boulders, crags and
shadowed terrain. Then, right on time, the live
feed from DART went black and flight controllers inside DART's mission operations center
jumped for joy and traded hugs and high fives
in a triumphant celebration. DART hit its asteroid bull's-eye.
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"I think all of us were kind of holding our
breath," Adams said, adding that it was like
feeling "terror and joy" at the same time. "I'm
kind of surprised none of us passed out."
The DART mission is the first demonstration
of what NASA calls a "kinetic impactor" for
planetary defense: crashing a spacecraft
into an asteroid to change its orbit. It's a basic method to protect the Earth if a potentially dangerous asteroid were spotted five
or 10 years before a prospective impact.
"We are changing the motion of a natural
celestial body in space. Humanity has never
done that before," said Tom Statler, NASA's
DART program scientist. "This is stuff of science fiction books and really corny episodes
of 'Star Trek' from when I was a kid, and
now it's real." Source: Space.com

The ATLAS project captured stills of the DART mission's impact on Dimorphos.
Images: ATLAS Project (University of Hawai`i / NASA); Image processing: Emily Lakdawalla.
For further reading go to: Photos Show Drama of DART Asteroid Impact - Sky & Telescope - Sky & Telescope
(skyandtelescope.org)
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The most compelling dormant stellar-mass black hole candidate in the Milky Way orbits a Sun-like star only 1,570
light-years away.
Artist’s impression of a binary system harboring
a dormant black hole. The sizes and distance are
not to scale.
ESO / L. Calçada

The Milky Way probably contains a whopping 100
million stellar-mass black holes. But even though
they’re ubiquitous, they’re notoriously difficult to
find — which is not surprising because they are,
well, black. But black holes do have gravity, and
they know how to use it. If a black hole has a stellar
companion, and they orbit each other closely
enough, the former can strip some of the gas from
the star. The gas falling into the black hole heats up
and shines in high-energy radiation. Astronomers
have found more than 50 such systems in the Milky
Way. However, when a black hole and its companion star orbit each other at a greater distance, the star
remains whole. The black hole is then dormant and
much more challenging to spot. To find it, one has to
search for wobbling stars whose peculiar motion
could be due to an unseen dark companion.This is
how a team of astronomers discovered the newest
black hole candidate, which they call Gaia BH1.
(The study, which is under review, is available here).
Although it isn’t the first proposed candidate of its
kind, it seems to be the most compelling to date.
A MOST UNREMARKABLE STAR AND ITS

BLACK HOLE BUDDY
The Gaia BH1 system consists of a black hole almost 10 times more massive than the Sun, and a
companion star that resembles the Sun. The pair
circle each other roughly every half-year. Finding
the system wasn't easy. Black holes accompany
only a small fraction of stars, so astronomers need
to monitor the positions of millions of stars for
years on end to find such a system. And, as the star
and black hole circle each other, they each trace a
small ellipse on the sky, a tiny motion that requires
phenomenal precision to detect. "We can only do
this because the Gaia data set exists," says Kareem
El-Badry (Center for Astrophysics, Harvard &
Smithsonian and Max Planck Institute for Astronomy, Germany), who led the new study . The European Space Agency’s Gaia spacecraft is on a mission to precisely monitor the positions of more than
2 billion stars in our Galaxy. A recently released catalog contains almost 170,000 wiggling
stars. Most of these are binaries composed of normal stars, but some could be harboring a black hole.
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These plots show the predicted motion of the star in the Gaia BH1 system over a 6-year period. The black line above in
the left panel shows the star's motion on the sky in right ascension and declination. The expected ellipse is elongated because the entire Gaia BH1 system (black hole and star) moves on the sky as well. One unit on the axes (a milliarcsecond)
is almost two million times smaller than the diameter of the Moon in the sky. The panel on the right removes the proper
motion to show only the star's elliptical orbit.
Kareem El-Badry et al. / arXiv.org:2209.06833

El-Badry and collaborators sifted through the
treasure trove and found a handful of black hole
candidates. To validate the finds, they dug up
spectra taken as part of the LAMOST survey and
obtained additional spectra of their own. As a
star in a binary moves toward and away from us,
known as its radial velocity, its spectrum also
shifts. For only one of the candidates — Gaia
BH1 — the radial velocity changes and Gaia's
ellipse observations match, making it a strong
black hole candidate.“They have a very concise
set of evidence because they have astrometry and
radial velocity information which independently
point to the same conclusion,” says Tomer Shenar
(University of Amsterdam), who wasn’t involved
in the study. Researchers have a hard time explaining how a Sun-like star came to be tied to a
massive black hole. “Low-mass stars bound to
black holes are peculiar, rare objects, and it’s not

clear how they formed,” says Shenar. The researchers think the system didn’t form as an isolated binary. Among many origin scenarios, they
invoke one in which the dark object is actually two smaller black holes instead of one. This
scenario is exciting because it can be tested. The
team is planning to obtain additional very precise
radial velocity observations, hoping to find irregularities in the star's movement, which could
indicate a black hole pair nearby.
TOWARD A BLACK HOLE CENSUS
El-Badry estimates that a couple more dormant
black holes might still be hiding in Gaia data. To
find more, the team will have to wait for the next
data release, expected in a few years. And another
team found a similar system in the Milky Way.
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El-Badry also points to a convincing specimen residing in a globular cluster.At a distance of 1,570
light-years, Gaia BH1 is the closest known black hole candidate. The fact that it is so close suggests
that there are many more: The team estimates that the Milky Way contains tens of thousands of stars
with a black hole companion.
Even if black holes in binaries account for only a small fraction of our galaxy’s dormant black hole
population — the bigger piece of the pie probably goes to free-floating ones — it’s a necessary ingredient for scientists to improve the Milky Way’s black hole census. Source: Wobbly Star Reveals the Closest Black Hole
Yet - Sky & Telescope - Sky & Telescope (skyandtelescope.org)

Gaia BH1 (Gaia DR3 4373465352415301632) is a binary system consisting of a G-type main-sequence star and a likely
stellar-mass black hole, located about 1,560 light-years (478 pc) away from the Solar System in the constellation of
Ophiuchus.

Swarms of swimming robots may soon explore alien seas
The concept of using robotic explorers to investigate subsurface oceans has been around for years.
And a fresh shot of funding might soon turn the ambitious plan into a reality.
By Michael Carroll | Published: Wednesday, September 28, 2022

The Sensing With Independent Micro-Swimmers (SWIM) concept, illustrated here, relies on dozens of tiny, swimming subs
(center) that are deployed in a subsurface ocean after a cryobot (left) burrows through the icy shell of a distant moon.
For full article go to https:// astronomy.com/news/2022/09/swarms-of-swimming-robots-may-soon-explore-alien-seas
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October Events
1. The next club meeting on October 3rd in the Maturango Museum at 7:30 PM. You can also join us on
zoom.
Note: This meeting may have to be canceled due to officers travels and illness recovery. Check the web site for
updates.
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/6727499334?pwd=VWhuVGZ3aFphL283THRKNUNoZ0RSZz09
Star parties:
Check web site for latest info on star parties.
Directions: Brown road star parties are held in the desert. Take south China lake Boulevard to 395. Cross 395
and go 2.3 miles on Brown road until you come to signs in cones pointing to the left. Take this dirt road .5
miles to the star party site.
OCTOBER CELESTIAL CALENDAR
1. Mercury is in the morning sky view it low in the east the first three weeks of the month.
2. Saturn is visible in the southeast as the sky darkens and be visible most all night.
3. Jupiter just past Opposition will be visible in the east as soon as the sky darkens and be visible all night as it
moves across the sky.
4. Mars rises in the east around 10 PM and moves across the southern sky till dawn.
5. Venus is too close to the sun to be visible this month.
6. The annual Orionid meteor shower peaks on the 21st but is active all month. The radiant point is just above
Betelgeuse.
INFORMATION:
Please visit us at our website ChinaLakeAstro.org.
For more information, contact the China Lake Astronomical Society at 760-446-0454 or 760-384-8666.
Roger Brower

Jupiter was at Opposition on
September 26th. Drag that
Telescope out and take a look.
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http://
chinalakeastro.org/

Star Party Reports
This last Friday evening we had members of the club
operating telescopes at the College. This is the first
Barbeque fund raiser in 3 years. The last being before
Covid-19. The estimate was about 300 or so visitors
who were treated to views of Saturn, Jupiter, M13, &
the Andromeda Galaxy. Due to exceptional atmospheric clarity it was one of the best nights I’ve seen at
that location. Special Thanks to Roger Brower, Chuck
Morgan, John, and Professor Scott Cameron for a great
evening. /gfh
The Saturday after the Cerro Coso event the Red Rock
campgrounds was the sight of another star party. Unlike
at the college it was only visited by 9 observers. But still
the seeing was excellent and those attending got excellent views of the Jupiter and Saturn. 3 Visitors from
Ontario, Canada spotted the trails of the recently
launched Starlink Satellites. /gfh

C l u b

A Note from your Editor
This newsletter is sent directly to 183 folks and
available to many more that visit our website ChinaLakeAstro.org . There are so many interesting
things that are of interest going on in the field and
so many things “you may be doing” that we would
love to hear about. Please consider writing an article and sending it my way so it can be added in.
Photographs, field trips, book reviews, etc. Just
about anything related to Astronomy, Space Science, or related fields. Use your imagination.
Hope to hear from you soon. Remember this is
your Newsletter.
Keep looking up.

I n f o r m a t i o n

Members receive discounted rates for Astronomy Magazine and /or Sky and Telescope
Magazine.
The fee schedule is as follows: Verify current magazine prices with Roger!
Basic membership $25.00 per year.
Membership with Astronomy magazine is $59.00 per year.
Membership with Sky and Telescope magazine is $58.00 per year.
Membership with both S & T and Astronomy is $92.00 per year.
PRESIDENT – Ralph Paonessa – 760-384-8666 (email ralph@rpphoto.com)
VICE-PRESIDENT – Keith Weisz – 760-375-9114 (email kerniew@gmail.com)
SECRETARY – Ted Hodgkinson - 661-754-0561 (email ghodkinson@sbcglobal.net)
TREASURER – Roger Brower - 760-446-0454 (email brower@iwvisp.com)
NEWSLETTER EDITOR – Ted Hodgkinson – 661-754-0561
(email ghodkinson@sbcglobal.net)
Meetings of the China Lake Astronomical Society are held at the Maturango Museum at
7:30 p.m.
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